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Okayama University research: New method for suppressing lung cancer oncogene 
 
(Okayama, 30 November) Researchers at Okayama University describe in Oncotarget an 
approach for suppressing the expression of the SOX2 protein, an oncogene associated 
with both lung and esophageal cancer. The procedure, based on the targeted delivery of a 
specially designed artificial protein, may signify an important step towards new cancer 
therapies. 

 
Most cancer-related deaths world-wide are caused by lung cancer.  For one type of lung 
cancer, lung squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), a protein called SOX2 is known to be a 
candidate oncogene — a gene that, under certain conditions, can transform a cell into a 
tumorous cell.  A team of researchers led by Professor Takashi Sera from Okayama 
University has now found a method for suppressing SOX2 expression in cancer cells.  The 
scientists’ approach involves a so-called artificial transcription factor (ATF) — a protein that 
regulates the production of a gene — and may lead to an effective therapy for not only lung 
SCC but also esophageal SCC. 

 
The ATF created by Professor Sera and colleagues acting as a SOX2 suppressor is based on 
‘zinc finger’ structures: protein motifs featuring stabilizing zinc ions.  The researchers first 
showed that introduction of their ATF compound (labeled ATF/SOX2), consisting of 6 zinc-
finger arrays, indeed leads to the suppression of SOX2 expression in vitro.  They also 
confirmed that the ATF did not affect the viability of normal human cells.  In a mouse model, 
ATF/SOX2 inhibited lung SCC tumor growth, confirming the effect of suppression of SOX2 in 
vivo. 

 
Regarding the prospect of developing an SSC therapy based on ATF/SOX2, the scientists 
point out that an advantage of using ATFs is their small molecular weight, making it 
relatively easy to deliver them to target cells. They also note that ATFs can fuse with cell-
penetrating peptides, providing a potential mechanism for the actual delivery.  Moreover, 
this protein delivery approach is independent of cell type and there’s no risk of mutagenesis 
(a change in the genetic information of an organism). 
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Professor Sera and colleagues conclude that, although certain challenges still have to be 
overcome, “we have used ATF technology to successfully suppress SCC in vitro and in vivo … 
as a first step in the search for an effective treatment for SCC lung and esophageal cancers”.  

 
Background 
SOX2 
Transcription factors are proteins that control how much genetic information is transcribed 
into messenger-RNA.  Their function is to ensure that genes are synthesized (‘expressed’) at 
the right time and place in the cell, and in the right amount. 
SOX2 is such a transcription factor; it plays an essential role in (early) mammalian 
development and in the maintenance of stem cells (cells that have the ability to 
differentiate — become cells of a specialized type). 
In lung squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), SOX2 becomes overexpressed.  Professor Takashi 
Sera from Okayama University and colleagues have now found an approach for suppressing 
SOX2 expression. 
 
Zinc Fingers 
A zinc finger is a protein structural motif featuring one or more zinc ions.  The zinc ions 
provide stabilization of the local folded protein structure by being a coordination center for 
surrounding ligands.  Artificial transcription factors (ATFs) based on zinc-finger structures 
can be designed in such a way that they regulate the expression of particular target genes.  
Takashi Sera and colleagues have now shown that an ATF based on 6 zinc fingers can 
suppress the expression of SOX2, a protein identified as an oncogene for lung and 
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). 
 

 
Caption 
The artificial transcription factor (ATF) created by Professor Sera and colleagues is capable of 
suppressing the expression of SOX2 protein, an oncogene associated with both lung and esophageal 
cancer.  
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Reference (Okayama Univ. e-Bulletin): Professor Sera’s team 
・Prevention of RNA virus replication. (2016) 
・Designer DNA-binding proteins to combat viral infections in agriculture and medicine. 

(2016) 
・Immunizing plants: Creation of virus-resistant plants with artificial DNA-binding proteins.  

(2016) 
・Okayama University at the Licensing Executives Society 2015 Annual Meeting in New York 

City. (2015) 
・Selection as a Center for Excellence. (2014) 
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Further information 
Okayama University 
1-1-1 Tsushima-naka , Kita-ku , Okayama 700-8530, Japan 
Public Relations and Information Strategy 
E-mail: www-adm@adm.okayama-u.ac.jp 
Website: http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/index_e.html 
Okayama Univ. e-Bulletin: http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/user/kouhou/ebulletin/ 
About Okayama University (YouTube): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDL1coqPRYI 
Okayama University Image Movie (YouTube):  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU3hOIXS5kk 
 

 

Professor Takashi Sera 
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Okayama University Medical Research Updates （OU-MRU） 
Vol.1：Innovative non-invasive ‘liquid biopsy’ method to capture circulating tumor cells 
from blood samples for genetic testing 
Vol.2：Ensuring a cool recovery from cardiac arrest 
Vol.3：Organ regeneration research leaps forward 
Vol.4：Cardiac mechanosensitive integrator 
Vol.5：Cell injections get to the heart of congenital defects 
Vol.6：Fourth key molecule identified in bone development 
Vol.7：Anticancer virus solution provides an alternative to surgery 
Vol.8：Light-responsive dye stimulates sight in genetically blind patients 
Vol.9：Diabetes drug helps towards immunity against cancer 
Vol.10：Enzyme-inhibitors treat drug-resistant epilepsy 
Vol.11：Compound-protein combination shows promise for arthritis treatment 
Vol.12：Molecular features of the circadian clock system in fruit flies 
Vol.13：Peptide directs artificial tissue growth 
Vol.14：Simplified boron compound may treat brain tumours 
Vol.15：Metamaterial absorbers for infrared inspection technologies 
Vol.16：Epigenetics research traces how crickets restore lost limbs 
Vol.17：Cell research shows pathway for suppressing hepatitis B virus 
Vol.18：Therapeutic protein targets liver disease 
Vol.19：Study links signalling protein to osteoarthritis 
Vol.20：Lack of enzyme promotes fatty liver disease in thin patients 
Vol.21：Combined gene transduction and light therapy targets gastric cancer 
Vol.22：Medical supportive device for hemodialysis catheter puncture 
Vol.23：Development of low cost oral inactivated vaccines for dysentery 
Vol.24：Sticky molecules to tackle obesity and diabetes 
Vol.25：Self-administered aroma foot massage may reduce symptoms of anxiety 
Vol.26：Protein for preventing heart failure 
Vol.27：Keeping cells in shape to fight sepsis 
Vol.28：Viral-based therapy for bone cancer 
Vol.29：Photoreactive compound allows protein synthesis control with light 
Vol.30：Cancer stem cells’ role in tumor growth revealed 
Vol.31：Prevention of RNA virus replication 
Vol.32：Enzyme target for slowing bladder cancer invasion 
Vol.33：Attacking tumors from the inside 
Vol.34：Novel mouse model for studying pancreatic cancer 
Vol.35：Potential cause of Lafora disease revealed 
Vol.36：Overloading of protein localization triggers cellular defects 
Vol.37：Protein dosage compensation mechanism unravelled 
Vol.38：Bioengineered tooth restoration in a large mammal 
Vol.39：Successful test of retinal prosthesis implanted in rats 
Vol.40：Antibodies prolong seizure latency in epileptic mice 
Vol.41：Inorganic biomaterials for soft-tissue adhesion 
Vol.42：Potential drug for treating chronic pain with few side effects 
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http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/research_highlights/index_id17.html
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http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/research_highlights/index_id25.html
http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/research_highlights/index_id26.html
http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/research_highlights/index_id31.html
http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/research_highlights/index_id37.html
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Vol.43：Potential origin of cancer-associated cells revealed 
Vol.44：Protection from plant extracts 
Vol.45：Link between biological-clock disturbance and brain dysfunction uncovered 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Okayama University (Tsushima Campus, Okayama City) 

http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/access_maps/Tsushima_Campus.html 
 

 
Okayama University (Shikata Campus, Okayama City) 

http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/access_maps/Shikata_Campus.html 
 

http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/research_highlights/index_id59.html
http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/research_highlights/index_id60.html
http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/research_highlights/index_id61.html
http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/access_maps/Tsushima_Campus.html
http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/eng/access_maps/Shikata_Campus.html
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 ◆About Okayama University 
Okayama University is one of the largest comprehensive universities in Japan with  
roots going back to the Medical Training Place sponsored by the Lord of Okayama and  
established in 1870. Now with 1,300 faculty and 13,000 students, the University offers  
courses in specialties ranging from medicine and pharmacy to humanities and physical  
sciences.  
Okayama University is located in the heart of Japan approximately 3 hours west of  
Tokyo by Shinkansen. 
 
Website: http://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/index_e.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hirofumi Makino, M.D., Ph.D. 
President , Okayama University 

 
“Okayama University supports  

the Sustainable Development Goals” 
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